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Friction factors have been measured for viscoelastic flows in straight and helical pipes 
with circular cross-section for relatively low Dean numbers. The friction factors for 
helical flows decrease linearly with increasing the Reynolds numbers in log-log scale. 
The ratio of radius of pipe axis curvature to pipe radius has few effeds on the friction 
factor within the present experiment. The ratio of the friction factor for helical flows 
to that for straight flows takes almost a constant for the Dean number less than 10. 
Contrary to this， the friction factor ratio increases monotonously with the increment of 
the Dean numbcr when the Dean number is larger than 10. In some cases the friction 
factor ratio takes the value less than unity， which is considered to be due to the effect 



































ただし nは構造粘度指数，Kは擬塑性粘度である.各濃度における nと Kの値を表1に示す.
実験は，図 2 に示した 6種類のPAA水溶液，ら旋管のピッチ ~60 ， 220， 450mmの3種類につい
て，流量を種々に変化させて行った.流量の調節は，ポンプに取り付けられている無段変速機によ
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表 1 試料溶液の nと K
C% 刀 K PasD 
0.4 0.473 0.66 
0.6 0.423 1.60 
0.8 0.400 2.65 
1.0 0.365 4.27 
1.2 0.346 6.04 
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Reは，指数法則流体の場合のレイノルズ数 Re 
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